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We Speak Your Language...
In Any Language
REACHING YOUR GLOBAL AUDIENCE
An organization’s technical materials – from software documentation to websites to information brochures
– influence the reader’s perception of the organization, and subsequently, the quality of its products and
services. As a result, it is not sufficient to translate word for word. Each piece of material must be localized
in a way that elicits the same reaction in the target languages as was intended in its original language.
MultiLing makes this possible with highly specialized translators who intimately know the technical nature
of both your subject matter and the language – and specific nuances – of their native country.
MEETING HIGHLY TECHNICAL DEMANDS
MultiLing translates highly technical materials in the world’s most demanding industries, including information technology (IT), chemicals, medical technology, energy, biotechnology, and automotive. In fact, for
more than 25 years, MultiLing has translated hundreds of millions of words into more than 100 language
combinations for Fortune 500 companies such as Dell and LSI – and can translate into and from any language you require.
MultiLing’s highly specialized translators leverage MultiLing’s advanced technology, terminology management, and unique streamlined processes to quickly and cost-effectively create quality translations across a
broad range of subjects.

LET’S DISCUSS YOUR NEEDS

TEL: (801) 377-2000 | EMAIL: request@multiling.com | WEB: multiling.com
TRANSLATORS OF THE WORLD’S MOST IMPORTANT IP DOCUMENTS

DRIVING QUALITY
MultiLing is a leader of innovation and industry best practices, and is an active driver of translation industry standards, such as Linport and SAE J2450. Our exceptional quality control processes also meet
or exceed the requirements of the translation industry’s leading standard organizations and certifications, including:
•
•
•
•
•

EN15038 Certification
SAE J2450 Translation Quality Metric Task Force
LISA Metric & ATA Metric
ISO 9001:2008 Certification
MultiLing’s QA Evaluator (US PATENT 7653531)

MultiLing is a member of the American Translation Association (ATA) and Globalization &
Localization Association (GALA), and participates in standards discussions such as TMX and TBX.

HAVING A STREAMLINED PROCESS MEANS MULTILING
CAN OFFER YOU THE BENEFIT OF:
Specialized in-country teams

Quality controls

Terminology management		

Advanced technology

Streamlining the Technical Translation Process
With MultiLing, your translations are handled
by dedicated project managers, linguistic
teams with scientific knowledge matching
your subject matter, and advanced
technologies. This cross-team collaboration
leads to lower costs for you, fewer translation
errors, and increased efficiency.
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Our in-house teams manage the entire
translation process, from assigning resources
that best fit your project to several quality
control steps to ensure the translation is
complete and ready for publication.
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